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WHO WE ARE

• Strengths 

• Challenges

OUR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

• Goals and strategies

• Sharing student progress
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LNCS Wenonah-Keewaydin 
Who We Are
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Strengths
• Wenonah

• Committed families, students, teachers, support staff to ensuring 
all students succeed academically and socially-emotionally.  

• Strong Community partnership with families that support our 
LNCS community and Legacy Events.

• Retention of Staff

• Keewaydin

• Multiple years of consecutive growth in Reading Proficiency

• Multiple years of consecutive growth in Math Proficiency

• Committed families, students, teachers, support staff to ensuring 
all students succeed academically and socially-emotionally.  

• Strong Community partnership with families that support our 
LNCS community and Legacy Events.

Challenges
• Wenonah & Keewaydin

• While continuing to focus on all students success, we must 
be intentional in making continued connections with our 
students that identify as BIPOC to ensure that they are 
making strong academic and social emotional growth at or 
above proficiency.

• We must continue to be intentional in continuing to form 
and create strong connections with our BIPOC families. 

• We need to continue to utilize various diagnostics and data 
analysis tools to strengthen our strategies, lessons, 
curriculum to ensure that we are differentiating based upon 
the needs of the students.  

• Adequate Staffing
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Our Current Reality



Our School Improvement Plan
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Our school improvement plan:
•Sets the goals that our school community is 
working to achieve 

•Identifies the strategies or activities that 
will help us reach those goals together

Every Minneapolis Public School is required to 
develop, implement, and monitor a school 

improvement plan.
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What’s a School 
Improvement Plan?



Wenonah
Academic Achievement Goal

By June, 2023 Kindergarten scores on the eReading FAST assessment for letter sounds will increase for BIPOC students in 
the light support category from 65% to 75% By June, 2023 First grade scores on the eReading FAST assessment for 
decodable words will increase for students of color in the light support category from 42% to 57%.

Strategy to achieve our goal

Literacy: Core Component 7: Delivery of Guided Reading 
Practice Profile
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Our School Improvement Plan

https://sites.google.com/mpls.k12.mn.us/k-5-literacy-toolkit/implementation-plan/delivering-guided-reading
https://sites.google.com/mpls.k12.mn.us/k-5-literacy-toolkit/implementation-plan/delivering-guided-reading
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Keewaydin
Academic Achievement Goal

By June 2023, the percentage of BIPOC students who are proficient in math will increase from 
35% to 40% as measured by the FAST aMath assessment. 

Strategy to achieve our goal

• Teachers will attend monthly PD sessions in Bridges and fully implement the new Bridges 

curriculum.  

• Admin and central office staff will do two quarterly learning walks (2nd & 4th) to provide 

feedback and support fidelity. 

• Grade level teams will focus on their PLC SMART goal to align with the math standards.   
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Our School Improvement Plan



Wenonah
Student Well Being Goal

By June of 2023 80% of students are able to identify and use three strategies to self 
regulate their emotions.

Strategy to achieve our goal

Continue to implement  morning meeting with fidelity and begin implementation of a 
calming corner  and regulation language through the lens of Responsive Classroom 
and Zones of Regulation.
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Our School Improvement Plan



Keewaydin
Student Well Being Goal

By Spring 2023, the average daily attendance for students eligible for free/reduced-priced 
lunch will increase from 88% to 90% as measured by attendance data.  

Strategy to achieve our goal

• Weekly Attendance team meetings to address any errors, patterns, concerns and 

strengths.

• Shared responsibility to reach out to families via calls, texts, emails and home visits.

• Ensure there is an accurate system for collecting data on attendance and tardiness.

• Create reward plans for students with significant attendance concerns.  
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Wenonah
Effective Staff Goal

By the end of 2023 staff will have learned about and began implementation on the three 
strategies decided on during PLCs from the book "Shifting the Balance" as measured by PLC 
participation.

Strategy to achieve our goal

Staff will engage in PLCs focused on the Science of Reading and will read the book 
"Shifting the Balance".  We will focus on the first three chapters, Oral Language 
Development, Phonemic Awareness and Phonics this school year.
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Keewaydin
Effective Staff Goal

By Spring 2023, staff will have completed a book study on “Cultivating Genius” and will 
reflect upon Ghouldy Mohammad’s five-layered Historically Responsive Literacy 
framework that includes identity development, skill development, intellectual 
development, criticality and joy, and how one or more shows up in their classroom, as 
measured by end of book study reflection form.  

Strategy to achieve our goal:

Each month, staff will read one chapter of “Cultivating Genius” and engage in 
discussion with their peers to reflect on their current practices within the 
classroom.  At the end of each monthly PD, staff will identify how they will bring 
their learning back to the classroom to impact their teaching practices.  
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Wenonah
School and District Climate

LNCS Wenonah community will increase the percentage of our BIPOC 
families/caregivers who attend school and community events from a baseline of 17%at 
the first event Back to School Bash to 37% at the last event (End of Year Bash).

Strategy to achieve our goal

Communicating expectations to staff as it pertains to family/caregiver 
engagement.  This will include directly communicating with our BIPOC 
families/caregivers via email, phone calls, invites and google-text.
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Our School Improvement Plan



Keewaydin
School and District Climate

LNCS Keewaydin community will increase the percentage of our BIPOC 
families/caregivers who attend school and community events from a baseline of 
x% at the first event (fall conferences) to x% at the last event (End of Year Bash).  

Strategy to achieve our goal:

Communicating expectations to staff as it pertains to family/caregiver 
engagement.  this will include directly communicating with our BIPOC 
families/caregivers via email, phone calls, google-text, and in some cases home 
visits.  
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Our School Improvement Plan



Assessments help us answer questions such 
as: 

• Are we teaching what we think we are 
teaching?

• Are students learning what we intend for 
them to be learning?

• Are all students improving and being 
appropriately challenged?

Some of the assessments our students will take 
this year are:
Wenonah
● Fastbridge eReading K & 1
● KCom- Kindergarten
● COM- First Grade
● Oral Language Assessment-K & 1

Keewaydin
● Fastbridge aReading & aMath
● Diagnostic Assessments:  

○ COM, CPV, MRI
○ F&P, CBMs

● Benchmark Assessments
● MCS Reading, Math & Science (5th)
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How We Measure Student Progress
We want to make sure our students are learning as much as possible, so we use state and 
district assessments to determine their strengths and areas for growth. The results of these 
assessments help us figure out how we can better support our students in the classroom.  



Throughout the year, we’ll share information with you about 
how your student is doing in the classroom.  

We’ll do it in the following ways:

• Parent-Teacher Conferences on October 18th 
& 19th and again in February

• Quarterly report cards sent home with 
students on November 16th, February 8th, 
April 12th and then fourth  quarter report 
cards are mailed home.
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How We’ll Share Student 
Progress with You



Data Points for Co-interpretation
LNCS Keewaydin Data

MCA & FAST
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LNCS Wenonah - Data Walk - Kindergarten & 1st Grades
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Kindergarten Reading All Students
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Kindergarten Reading Students of Color
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First Grade Reading All Students
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First Grade Reading Students of Color
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Kindergarten Math All Students
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Kindergarten Math  Students of Color
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First Grade Math All Students
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First Grade Math Students of Color
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LNCS Keewaydin - Data Walk - 2nd - 5th grades



MCA:  How does proficiency change over time by subject? 
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MCA MATH:  How does proficiency change over time by student group? 
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MCA READING  How does proficiency change over time by student group? 
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FAST:  How does proficiency change over time by subject? 
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FAST BRIDGE aReading   
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FAST BRIDGE aMath   
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Opportunities for Families to Be 
Invovled with Our Schools
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We want your input on our:
• School Improvement Plan goals and 

strategies
• Family Engagement Plan
• School-Family Compact

You can find all these documents on our school 
website!

We’d love to see you at the following school 
events:

• Parent-Teacher Conferences October and 
February 

• Night of the Arts- Dates to be determined

• LNCS PTA sponsored events: back to 
School Bash, Pancake Breakfast, night out 
at the Brewery, Spaghetti Dinner and 
Dance, End of year picnic/carnival

• Wenonah- Student of  the Month 
celebrations
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Opportunities for Families to be Involved!

• Participate in Site Council and or the LNCS PTA

• Visit your child’s classroom or volunteer at our 
school!

• Talk to your child’s teacher about events and 
issues that may affect your child’s work or 
behavior.



Principals

Wenonah- Amy Luehmann
• Email:  Amy. Luehmann @mpls.k12.mn.us
• Main Office:  612-668-4050
• Principal’s Office:  612-668-4053

Keewaydin- Principal Kristi Ward
• Email:  Kristi.Ward @mpls.k12.mn.us
• Main Office:  612-668-4670 
• Principal’s Office:  612-668-4679 
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School Staff Information



We appreciate you!
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